Cory says:
Hey John :-) Hya Phil!
Host Klordy says:
Heya Kate... what is your normal ooc called?
Host Phil says:
Evening All
Host Klordy says:
Yo Phil
Host Klordy says:
Hmm Phil... use your ooc
Host Phil says:
aye
Host Klordy says:
and tell me what it is please <G>
Cory says:
No you can't know <EG> It is a secret ;-P
Host Phil says:
#Gany
kate says:
gany
kate is now known as G_Evil_Captain_Kate.
Cory is now known as G-CNS_LtJG_Smith.
TO_Ivanova is now known as H_TO_ENS_Ivanova.
G-CNS_LtJG_Smith is now known as GCNS_LtJG_SMith.
GCNS_LtJG_SMith is now known as GCNS_LtJG_Smith.
G_Evil_Captain_Kate is now known as GEvil_Captain_Kate.
Rook (~MJ@hide-28D806D5.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.
Rook (~MJ@hide-28D806D5.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.
H_TO_ENS_Ivanova is now known as HTO_ENS_IVanova.
Klordy is away: The flogings will continue untill moral improves
HTO_ENS_IVanova is now known as HTO_Ens_Ivanova.
CEO_Davidson (~whocares@hide-3DC9D24A.speede.golden.net) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Davidson is now known as HCEO_Davidson.
Turkman (~Turkman@280B08ED.39B43826.3A97D053.IP) has joined the conversation.
Klordy has returned.
Joseph (~Joseph@hide-9A9C43F.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.
Joseph is now known as HCTO_Nightcloud.
Turkman is now known as HOPS_Verradi.
Host Klordy says:
Joseph... # Gany3
Host Klordy says:
ack! No 3
Host Klordy says:
#Gany
SteveG (~SteveG@hide-2633A8CA.vf.shawcable.net) has joined the conversation.
SteveG is now known as GXO_McDonald.
Karen (~actdree@hide-1FDD1AE5.chcgilgm.dynamic.covad.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Klordy says:
#Gany Karen
GEvil_Captain_Kate is now known as GCO_Captain_Matisse.
Paul (~Paul@hide-347A74E9.wavecable.com) has joined the conversation.
Host Klordy says:
#Gany Paul
Paul is now known as HXO_Cutter.
Karen is now known as HCO_Skye.
CEO_Ltjg_Randolph (CEO_Ltjg_R@hide-6528A83.vr1.nyc4.broadband.uu.net) has joined the conversation.
FCO_LtJG_Huang (IdrisACTD@1734916C.B1A25C86.71B5D894.IP) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Ltjg_Randolph says:
Need a hand?
CEO_Ltjg_Randolph is now known as Lynda.
FCO_LtJG_Huang is now known as GFCO_LtJG_Huang.
Host Klordy  (Actd.mid)
HTO_Ens_Ivanova is now known as HTO_Ivanova.
GCNS_LtJG_Smith is now known as GCNS_Smith.
GCO_Captain_Matisse is now known as GCO_Matisse.
GFCO_LtJG_Huang is now known as GFCO_Huang.
Host Klordy says:
Prologue: the Hayden is nearing the Ganymede and the TO who morphed is nowhere to be found
Lynda is now known as GEO_Shemara.
Host Phil says:
Ganymede has just regained warp power and communications, and the CTO has been subdued.
Host Phil says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
HCSO_Sotsoh (~ACTDKarri@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Still sitting in the center seat.......waiting for a status report on the situation with the Tactical officer.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Taps combadge:: *CTO*: I would like to do a lockdown on the deck.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Is in sickbay, quite unconscious, though his neural activity is starting to pick up a bit::
GCNS_Smith says:
::In the main Sickbay area working with the medics. He walks over to the CTO and looks over his readings::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*TO*: Granted Ensign, use whatever means to subdue the monster, check with me before doing anything drastic.
GXO_McDonald says:
:: standing on the bridge still in shock as to what happend ::
GFCO_Huang says:
::entering the cordinates and bringing the Ganymede back on course::
GEO_Shemara says:
::in engineering performing routein maintenance::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HTCO*: Understood. Computer: Lockdown security for this deck authorization arrakis22.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Sitting on the bridge, adujusting her tunic again::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Turning a bit in her seat.:: CTO: I want to be kept informed as things happen.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He looks over the readings and taps his Combadge:: *GCO*: Sickbay to Bridge.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
XO: We are locking down the deck where we think the monster is sir.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aMO> ::Rubs his chin as he looks at the OPS officer's vital signs:: Self: Why, he appears to be coming out of it!
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::In astrophysics, finishing up the last data entry.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
CO: Yes ma`am.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*CNS*l What can i do for ya Chris?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: I would like you to help tune the sensors to look for a security officer who polymorphed.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CTO*: Deck locked down sir.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Nods to the HCTO::
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO: Ma'am all systems are returning to normal, and I have brought us back on course, ma'am
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Very well.  ::grins::  Tell me Kii...  when you were in the Academy did you ever in your wildest dreams think you be saying that you were locking downt the deck where the monster was?
SO_Knight (~SO_Knight@hide-782653E.client.comcast.net) has joined the conversation.
GXO_McDonald says:
GCO: Captain any ideas what that was that happened with the CTO?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCO: At least it's too big to travel through the jefferies tubes.
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HCO*:Away Team Standing By
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Looks up from her screen and taps her comm badge.::  *HTO*: Please restate that.  I misheard you.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCTO: How big was that thing?
GCNS_Smith says:
*GCO*: I would just like to give you a status report on Kevin. For now he is incapacitated and will need to remain so for a few hours. So he is out of commission for questioning at the moment.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Not in a million years sir. ::grins::
SO_Knight is now known as HSO_Knight.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
FCO: Back on course is good.  Full speed ahead
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCO: Big....real big....
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Stirs somewhat, but is still quite out of it::
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCTO: Just lovely.
Host HCO_Skye says:
aHOPS: Open a channel to the Ganymede.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Begins doing a tricorder readout on the deck:;
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  ::nods:: Me either...  just checking.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*CNS*: head on back up for now till he wakes up.
Host Phil says:
G Action: Sensors pick up Hayden appraoching
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO: Full speed ahead, aye, Ma'am. ::increases the speed to maximum:: GCO: Shall I inform the hayden, ma'am?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: The Ganymede had restored their warp engines sir.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He hands a medic the copy of the medical report and taps a button on the biobed:: Self: What did happen to you.. ::Looks up:: *GCO*: I will be there momentarily Captain. Smith out. ::He leaves some orders with Sickbay and heads for a Turbo Lift::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GXO: Hope, or whats happeninging to me. ::Looks over at the sword leaning up against the empty seat::
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHOPS> ::Nods:: HCO: Yes ma'am. ::Opens a channel:: Channel open.
Host HCO_Skye says:
COM: Ganymede: This is Captain Skye of the USS Hayden.  We're here to assist if you are still in need of assistance.  We picked up your distress signal.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
Nope
GXO_McDonald says:
GCO: would you like me to handle tactical?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO*: I need you to help me lok for a green monster who was a security chief. Sending data to you now.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GFCO: Was just about to ask, your getting ahead of me today ::Smiles::
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO: Actually ma'am, the Hayden is approaching.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Noted.  Full scan... what's wrong over there?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Takes a look at her padd and runs a security log to see where the creature ran to::
GCNS_Smith says:
::He reaches a Turbo Lift and enters it:: Computer: Bridge. ::He awaits for it to reach the destination::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::performs a full scan on the Gany::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Looks at her padd, a frown of confusion on her brow.::  *HTO*:  I am on my way.  Please fill me in on the situation.
GFCO_Huang says:
COM: USS Hayden: Ganymede to Hayden, we have restored warppower and should be closing in on you
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> ::Pops a very mild stimulant into Verradi so that his awakening can be smoother::
HCEO_Davidson says:
H *HCO*:Away Team Standing By
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Shaking her head, she puts aside her work and walks out of the lab for the nearest turbolift.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HCEO*: As soon as I know if they are in need of assistance, I'll let you know if the team is going over.
GCNS_Smith says:
::The Turbo Lift stops and doors open. He walks out and heads for his chair in the command ring. He reaches it and then takes a seat::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
FCO: If things are in the calm when we meet up, maybe ask the CO over.  Would be nice to see some new faces around here...ALL: No offence, i love you all, but even i need a change ::smiles::
HSO_Knight says:
::Exits the louge:: *HTO*: On me way. Dunno how no one can find this bloke.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO*: Well, I noticed one of my aids turned into a green monster, so i locked down the deck.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Contorts his face somewhat as the hypospray is administered, though otherwise he gives no reaction::
Fredm_Fightr (~idonthave@hide-1AC5A5B7.sb.sd.cox.net) has joined the conversation.
Host HCO_Skye says:
COM: Gany: If you aren't in need of assistance, we'll stand down our teams ready to come over, unless there's anything else you require.
GFCO_Huang says:
::smiles:: GCO: Will do ma'am
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  Where are you located?  ::Steps in to the turbolift.::  Computer, bridge.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: It seems their systems are returning to normal, not sure why the systems went down to begin with.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He notices a comm as his ears perk up listening::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Very well  ::frowns::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GXO: And yes you can handle tac if ya like.
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HCO*:Aye Captain...We'll stand By till then
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  ::mutters::  Okay...  if nothings wrong, why are we here?
GXO_McDonald says:
GCO: Will do. :: gets up from his seat and mans tactical ::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::As the turbolift stops, she heads over to science.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Does something similar to a half shrug in his strange sleep and starts squirming around a little as he nears consciousness::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::scans the surrounding area::
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: Good question.......
GCNS_Smith says:
::He can sense tension from the crew aboard the Ganymede. This situation has not caused moral to go up in the slightest::
HSO_Knight says:
Self: Oy, I thought I saw everythin' out 'ere.
Host Klordy says:
Action: the HTO who morphed into a green baddiw is found sleeping in a corner in his "Normal" statee clad in a ripped pair of pants only
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: Welcome back, find anything out down there.
HSO_Knight says:
::Eneters a nearby urbolift and stands within as the doors slide closed:: Computer: Bridge.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::paces back and forth in the haydens transporter room::
GCNS_Smith says:
GCO: Nothing that would help figure out Kevin's situation. I hope that he will soon be able to speak with me.
Host HCO_Skye says:
COM: Ganymede: Can you give us any indications of what happened in your warp core or what other anamolous readings or occurrences you experienced.  We've had something.....odd happen here and perhaps the things are linked.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Notes everyone busy as she logs on.  Pulls up sensor readings.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: I am on deck 2.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: Report Ensign.
GXO_McDonald says:
:: taps a couple buttons :: GCO: Com is open for you.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: Doesn't explain my cheest situation either..
GFCO_Huang says:
COM: USS Hayden: We are ok for now, but our Captain is inviting your Captain over if her has a minute.... we assume it had to do with the failling deflectors.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  Can you tell me where you last saw the... ummm... security officer?  And any other information would help.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GXO: For me?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCTO*: Still haven't found it looking through security logs. *HSCO*: Deck 2
HSO_Knight says:
::Steps onto the Bridge as the doors open. Walks over to the science station::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Finally blinks his eyes open, but quickly closes them again, not quite wanting to be awake::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::sighs::
GCNS_Smith says:
::Smiles a bit:: GCO: That I believe would be an affect of that. ::Points to the sword:: GCO: Possibly to make you look more like the god.. that would be my assumption.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Glances at her XO:: XO: I'm not supposing you have objections at me leaving the ship this time, are you?
GXO_McDonald says:
GCO: I assumed you would want to take this comm.
GEO_Shemara says:
*GCO*: Ma'am I have engineering back to some kind of normality.  I don't know how long it is going to stay that way.
GFCO_Huang says:
COM: USS Hayden: However there are certain unusual things that happened to our CTO he morphed into somthing but is subdued for now
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  ::shrugs::  Suit yourself Sam...  but don't come crying to me to save you yet again.  ::winks::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Looks up at nods at HSO.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCTO*: Sir, can you give me the locaiton of hte quarters for the security officer who morphed?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GXO: The FCO's got it all undercontrol, but thanks.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> ::Ignores the fact that the kitty seems to not enjoy being awake and speaks quite cheerfully:: HOPS: Good morning!
HSO_Knight says:
::Notices his superior:: HCSO: G'day, sir. ::Sits at the auxilliary console::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Chuckles:: XO: I'm a Captain.  We don't cry.  We weep.  ::Smiles.:: You have the bridge.
Host HCO_Skye says:
COM: Ganymede: I'll be on my way in a moment.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: Try Deck 4.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Finally opens his eyes once and for all and stares unblinkingly at the aHMO:: aHMO: Sickbay?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*GEO*: Jut keep us moving, and try your best/
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HTO*: Gottcha.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Turns to look at him.::  HSO:  Do you know anything about a security officer morphing?
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> HOPS: Well, you're definitely at least partially cognizant.
HTO_Ivanova says:
<edit hto to hcto>
HTO_Ivanova says:
::heads to the turbolift::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:   Acknowledged.  ::glares at the bridge crew::  Don't break anything this time!
HTO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Deck 4.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He access the lcars system and pulls up the bio of the Hayden CO::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Stands from her seat, tucking a stray hair behind her ear.  Heads to the TL.....chuckling hearing the XO's voice.::
GFCO_Huang says:
COM: USS Hayden: Very well, I will inform the Captain of your arrival
Host HCO_Skye says:
TL: Transporter room 1.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Permission to accompany the Captain?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  What is our alert status?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Quickly sits up before he can be told to stay resting:: aHMO: Right. And now I'll go back to duty.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Yellow alert right now.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Negative.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO*: I last saw the creature on deck 2 near verradi's quarters.
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO: Captain, the Hayden Captain is on her way over and should be arriving momentarily, ma'am
GEO_Shemara says:
*GCO*: Understood Shemara out.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO*: I am searching the person's quarters.
HSO_Knight says:
HSCO: Was 'ere when it 'appened. Dunno why it did. Still scratchin' me 'ead on tha' one. No worries, though. We'll figure it out. Maybe has somethin' to do with the Ganymede's predicament.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Stand down from yellow alert, maintain intruder alert until we find out about your monster.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at deck 4::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::stands down from yellow alert, maintains yellow alert::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
<intruder>
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Arriving in TR1 walks up to the padd.:: TR chief: To an open transporter room on the Gany please.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::heads toward the officer's quarters:
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> ::Shakes his head:: HOPS: Come on now. I can't send you back out there. You were out cold; colder than if a Klingon sent you there. You need to stay here.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::checks power cell on rifle::CO:Ma;am? What's going on?
Host Klordy says:
Action: the HCO materializes on the Gany
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Feeling short information, turns to adjust sensors for the unusual and searches the area.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
<TR chief>::Nods and beams the CO over
Host HCO_Skye says:
<::>
HTO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Overide Quarter's Alpha tanga.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  Stand down your team Jay...  looks like they won't be needed.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::As she materializes on the Gany, she looks around briefly wondering if she is to be met or if she should head to the bridge.::
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO: Ma'am the HCO has just arrived in transporter room one.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Swings his legs out from the bed and, with surprising grace considering that he never displays it, hops off the biobed:: aHMO: Do you have an actual, valid reason to stop me?
GCNS_Smith says:
::Looks up at the GFCO as he gives his report:: GFCO: How do our systems look Lieutenant? ::attempts to make small conversation::
Host Klordy says:
<transpose the action>
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HSO:  We are a bit far from the Gany just yet.  Have you scanned the area of occurance?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::enters the quarters::
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Understood Commander...But I would like to still go over there and give there engineering crews a hand...with your permission?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::searches the area::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
<Delete last comment.>
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  Negative.  You have engines here to play with.
Anonymous (~Anonymous@hide-3046C968.nwrk.east.verizon.net) has joined the conversation.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HSO: Have you scanned the area of occurance yet?
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> ::Frowns and tries to look imposing:: HOPS: It's a very valid reason. You should stay here for observation.
Anonymous is now known as Peter_A.
GXO_McDonald says:
GFCO: Is the Hayden captain here yet?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::waits for a report from his TO::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  So Kii... have you regained some measure of security onboard or is the big green icky monster still running rampant?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Doesn't want to be rude, so heads to her ready room to put away the sword::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  I am not reading anything unusual in your area.
GCNS_Smith says:
GCO/GXO: Shall I go and meet the Hayden's Captain?
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:I know...but how often is it I get presented with an opourtunity to talk to another Chief about a Nebula Class Starship...::lets out a little Laugh:: Team standing down sir.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCFO: Thank you
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: I think they are back to normal normal. CXO: Yes, sir, she arrived in transporter room one.
HSO_Knight says:
::Looks over his scans of the Ganymede for the past few hours:: HCSO: I've dedicated a few sensors to routenly keep us apprised of the Ganymede's state. If there's anythin' unusual goin' on with her, it oughtta show up on 'ere.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Shakes his head:: aHMO: No. We were just at yellow alert; I'm not staying here for some crazy observation.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Not seeing anyone, she walks over to the Transporter console and presses a comm button to the bridge.:: Bridge: This is Captain Skye.  Should I wait here or am I expected on the bridge?
GXO_McDonald says:
GCNS: We'll wait to see what the captain says Chris.
GFCO_Huang says:
<GXO>
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Well I haven't gotten any reports lately of a green monster running loose, maybe he is asleep.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Walks out with that, straight to the turbolift:: TL: Bridge.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: You do a scan there was something there try looking for mutated human dna.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HSO:  My apologies.  Clarification.  Did you scan the area where the incident occured?
GXO_McDonald says:
*HCO*: Welcome to the Ganymede just wait there the captain will be with you shortly.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Now see?  That's not the same as "I found him and kicked his green butt, sir".  What's the problem?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCTO* Sir the quarters are normal. nothing disturbed.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Hears the comm by the HCO and looks towards McDonald and then Joey::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: Understood, find him Ensign....
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Presses the comm button again.:: GXO: Understood.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  That kind of search requires more sensative equipment and hand held.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aHMO> ::Stands there somewhat helpless; what's he supposed to do? Revoke his ability to go to duty? Nah...::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::laughs:: HXO: My apologies Commander...
GXO_McDonald says:
*GCO* Captain Skye is here. Shall I go meet the captain or would you care to?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Orders a coffee from the replicator, and waits for the HCO to arrive::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: Do oyou have anytihng for non-human life forms ma'am?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::gets and moves out of the quarters back to the turbolift::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  See that you fix that.
HSO_Knight says:
::Hands a PADD to the HCSO:: HCSO: With a tricorda. didn't find anythin' out o' specs. I'm gonna use a deeper comparative scan, in case I missed somethin'.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Report Sin... what incident are you science types babbling about?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*GXO*: Invite her up, wheres the chief?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  Yes.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
<Transporter chief> ::Runs into the transporter room:: HCO: I'm SOOO sorry ma'am.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::sighs, recieves a report from a crewman:: *HTO*: Deck 7 fast!
GXO_McDonald says:
*GCO* Still out cold.. *HCO*: captain please make your way to the bridge captain matissee will see you in her ready room
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*Security*: Report to Deck 7 immediately!
Host HCO_Skye says:
Transporter Chief: Not a problem.
HTO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Deck 7
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Takes the padd from Knight.::  SO:  Alright.  I am going to run a DNA trail.  Where exactly did all of this occur?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCTO*: Getting there
GCNS_Smith says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the GXO and then settles back in his chair:: Self: Things here are to busy..
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: We may have found something.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::arrives at deck 7 sets phasers to stun::
Host HCO_Skye says:
*GXO*: On my way.  ::Nods to the chief as she exits.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Realizes on his way up that he was ordered to go to sickbay, now that he thinks about it. Oh, what a groan that elicits from him. He considers halting the turbolift, but it's too late. By the time he thinks to do so, the doors open to reveal the bridge::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCEO*  Jay, I'd like a status report on our warp engines.  Make sure whatever took Gany offline in this area doesn't effect us.
HSO_Knight says:
::Stands up and walks over by the Tactical station:: HCSO: Right 'ere.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::gets out of the turbolift::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Heads to the TL and orders it to the bridge.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
<Transporter chief>::Tries to breath:: HCO: Sometime nature doesn't wait, come this way, and i'll bring ya to the bridge. ::Heads out and towards the tl::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  So... keep talking...
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO*: Can yuo give me a general direction scan of deck 7. Computer: Lock dow deck 7.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Reaches for her tricorder and follows the Knight.  There she begins to scan the area. ::
Host HCO_Skye says:
<switch HCO and tranporter chief order>
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:Aye sir...something or someone right? I will give you a report in one hour.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Steps out on to the bridge, trying to look nondescript despite the fur, ears, and tail, and walks over to his station::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Seem's a crewman found someone just lying in the corridor...nearly naked.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<aOPS> ::Yields as he usually does to his superior::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Follows after the TR Chief......::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Narrows down the perameters and bends down to a sample.:: SO:  Here...
HSO_Knight says:
::Tries to see if his eyes can spot something out of sorts that he didn't see before::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HSCO/SO*: The deck the creature is on is deck 7.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
<Transporter chief> ::Blushes a bit embarrasses::  HCO: Won't take but a moment to get to the bridge ma'am ::taps foot waiting for the tl to stop::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  Not at the moment... However, I believe I have found your sample.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Walks over to the Operations Console and takes a seat next to the FCO since no one is there:: GFCO: It looks like we will be partners for now. ::Smiles a bit as he puts in the ear piece and monitors the communications::
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: Transmit the data to me ma'am.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Gives the Transporter Chief a smile.:: TR Chief: It's really not a problem.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Hmmm...  Sam's off the ship, so I'm baffled.  Take the crewman to sickbay.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Nods his acknowledgement to his subordinate and sits down at his station, bringing it to the configurations that he prefers and whatnot::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
<Transporter chief> ::The doors open and shows her the way:: HCO: the bridge ma'am.  have a good day
GFCO_Huang says:
GXO: Since we met up with the Hayden, shall we proceed to the Outpost, Sir?
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: Sir with your permission I would like him taken to the brig and a medical team sent there.
GXO_McDonald says:
:: snaps to :: ALL: Captain on the bridge
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  It is not quite that simple.  We will track it.  ::Takes a swap out and wipes the areas, then hands it to the SO::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Good thought.  Make it happen
Host HCO_Skye says:
TR Chief: Thank you.  ::Steps onto the bridge.......at the welcome.:: All: As you were......
GFCO_Huang says:
::comes to attention::
HCEO_Davidson says:
::arrives in Engineering::ALL HME: Okay people...pull the sensor readings from the computer and check our engines so we don't have a stall like the Gany. Let's show the gany what were made of.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Wonders what to do with the lovly sword::
GXO_McDonald says:
HCO: Shall we proceed to the outpost?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
SO:  Put this into the sensor data and see what we come up with.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Notices the Captain enter the Bridge and wonders why exactly the GXO snapped to attention. Smiles a bit as he notices the HCO::
GEO_Shemara says:
::begins to run a level 3 diagnostic of the ODN relays::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: Soon as you find him take him to the brig and have a medical team check him over under heavy guard, you stay with him. Do not let him out of your sight.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CSO* Just tell me the last area on this deck the creature was.
Host HCO_Skye says:
GXO: For that you would probably have to ask your CO.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Gets right to puttering away at that code he'd been working on to improve diagnostic speed and efficiency, grateful not to have been noticed yet::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Turns to the first officer.::  HXO:  We are... monster hunting.
Host HCO_Skye says:
All: I'm just here to see the Captain. ::Heads to the RR door and signals at it.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Continues walking the deck::
GXO_McDonald says:
*GCO* Shall we resume for the outpost captain?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Oh sure Sin...  try to baffle me with science talk.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: Come!
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: The TO is lying in the corridor, he has resumed his normal self.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He taps a few buttons as he listens to the comm traffic:: Self: Nothing interesting there.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Half smile at the comment and enters to see the other CO:: GCO: Nice of you to invite me over.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*HXO*: Set course, but don't start off yet, will wait till my talk is done.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::goes into his office::Computer: Open a comm link to the Chief Engineer of the Ganymede....COMM:Ganymede CEO:This is Chief Engineer Lieutenant Davidson....please respond?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*GXO*
HSO_Knight says:
::Heads over to the science satation:: HCSO: There's a similar signatue comin' from the readin's the Ganymede sent us.
GXO_McDonald says:
GCNS: keep an eye on that comm traffic okay? *GCO*: acknowledged.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Humor slips into her eyes.::   HXO:  Let me try again sir.  You see... there was this security officer that apparently didn't want to remain human.  We are trying to find him.
GXO_McDonald says:
GFCO: Set course for the outpost but await the signal from the captain.
GEO_Shemara says:
::hears the com for the GCEO::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Stands:: HCO: Nice to see some new faces, can i offer you a drink?
HXO_Cutter says:
*GCO*  Acknowledged
GCNS_Smith says:
::Nods:: GXO: Of course Commander. I want to make sure we hear everything that we need too.
HSO_Knight says:
HCSO: There might be a connection, eh?
HCEO_Davidson says:
::sends the COMM again::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HTO*: Ensign there is about 10 people surrounding the person, with the security team.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Turns::  HSO:  Did they report a similiar incident?
HTO_Ivanova says:
*CTO*: Thanks for telling me this,m sir.
GFCO_Huang says:
GXO: Setting a course, aye, sir :: sets the course to the outpost:: GXO: Course set and ready on your mark, sir
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Ahhhh...  you're monster hunting....  got it.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::goes to the area with the people::
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: Sure.  I'd like a coffee, cream and sugar. ::Starts glancing around the Ready Room casually.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HFCO:  You heard the lady... set a course and standby
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks at Cutter:: HXO: Sheesh I really wonder about my staff sometimes...
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Noticing the sword, she raises an eyebrow.:: GCO: Interesting piece.  Where did you get it?
GEO_Shemara says:
COMM: HCEO: This is GEO Shemara, How can I assist you?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Continues with his puttering, making sure to keep his tail very low and his body in a generally normal shape so that if it's seen out of peripheral vision, it would look like an average human::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  You should be in my world
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Nods to the first officer.::  HXO:  It would appear a similiar DNA sample was found on the Ganymede.
HSO_Knight says:
HCSO: Probably would explain why Ganymede was in the state she was in. I didn't get that idea from them, but they might have had the same 'prience.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::laughs::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Moves over to the replicator, and orders the coffee:: HCO: I was wondering, did you want to head to the out post together, or did you have other orders?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Now that's damn odd...  any ideas as to why?
HCEO_Davidson says:
::sits down at his computer::COMM:GEO:Was just wondering if I could pick your brain for a few minuets.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HXO:  Not yet sir.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HSO:  Ask them for any samples they might have as well as any data.
GEO_Shemara says:
COMM:HCEO: Sure what is up?
HSO_Knight says:
HSCO/HXO: If we can find it an' contain it, we may prevent any damage to our systems.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He looks over a bit of information regarding what they have encountered:: GFCO: So what do you think of the outpost as of now?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  ::Nods::  Okay.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Hands the CO the coffee:: HCO: my CEO brought it to me...its lovly, i couldn't dare to loose it, its been very....helpful.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HOPS* Lt...  are you in any condition to report for duty?
HSO_Knight says:
::Ties to contact the Ganymede::
HTO_Ivanova says:
Computer: Do a site to site transport of a person to brig a and lock the forcefields.
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: We were headed that direction actually.  We could accompany you that far.....::Walks over to the sword and as the coffee is offered, she turns back to grasp the cup:: Helpful?  How so?
HCEO_Davidson says:
COMM:GEO:Do you know what caused your engines to fail or have any theroies?
HSO_Knight says:
,Ties=Tries>
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  I'll ask again, this time without the comm...   are you ready to assume your post or not?
GCNS_Smith says:
::Hears a comm come through:: COM: Hayden: SO: This is the USS Ganymede. How may we be of assistance?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Starts to turn his eyes towards the HXO, then quickly decides against it and focuses on his console:: XO: I'm at my post, sir.
GCNS_Smith says:
<EDIT: SO = HSO>
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: It was usful in our last mission, i don't remember alot of it, but it was very powerful...:: trails off and moves over close to the sword to pick it up::
HOPS_Verradi says:
<HXO>
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: I found hi m ma'am.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Correct, but you were relieved of duty by me.  Are you reporting for duty?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HTO*:  I am on my way down.  Please inform the doctor.
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: May I?  ::Sets her coffee cup down and reaches for the sword.::
GEO_Shemara says:
COMM: HCEO: Well for starters the main deflector went down and with out it we could not attempt warp.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HXO:  I need to... talk to a monster as well as gather some samples.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*MO*: We found the crewman.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: I... ::He once again starts to turn his eyes towards the HXO before averting them. Once again.:: Yes sir, I am.
HSO_Knight says:
Self: C'mon. Pick up the blinkin' horn... COM:Ganymede:HCNS: We need any samples an' data from an "entity that you may have encoutered. We believe that we're havin' the same problem, it might help.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Pulls back:: HCO: No...I mean, i don't feel safe handing it to anyone, it hasn't left my side...
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Be my guest.
HTO_Ivanova says:
*HCSO*: Better get here soon since I plan on sending it to the brig.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Very well...  ::smiles::  Welcome back.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HXO:  Are you sure you would not like to join me?  ::Heads for the turbolift.::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
*HXO*: Ok we have the monster in custody.
GFCO_Huang says:
GXO: All navigational systems are back to fully operational, sir, we can depart at your convinience.
HCEO_Davidson says:
COMM:GEO:Yes I know. I am well versed in warp Theroy. But if our main one went down we could just switch to our back up. Anything else you can tell me?
HSO_Knight says:
,"entity">
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Tries to shake off the feeling that she has to touch it....:: GCO: I understand......::But doesn't back off.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCSO:  Let me think....   nope.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Listens to the comm and nods:: COM: Hayden: HSO: Of course Hayden. Let me make the necessary arrangements and I will have it transmitted to you. Please stand by. ::He closes the signal and turns to the GXO:: GXO: Commander the data we have on the orb, may I transmit it to the Hayden? They are requesting the information.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Does return any of the warmth at all--how could he? He's terrified:: HXO: Yes... sir. ::Immediately plunges back into his code so he can distract himself::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
<edit the COm symbols>
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: What makes it so special?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HXO: Pity sir... ::Steps into the turbolift.::  Computer, deck seven.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCTO*  Excellent!  The CSO is on her way down
HSO_Knight says:
<HCNS=GCNS>
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: Promise to give it back? Well...it makes me feel alive, not sure if that makes sense.
GXO_McDonald (~SteveG@hide-2633A8CA.vf.shawcable.net) has left the conversation.
HOPS_Verradi says:
<Edit: Doesn't return any...>
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::As the turbolift stops, she steps off and heads for the Susan's general location.::
Peter_A (~Anonymous@hide-3046C968.nwrk.east.verizon.net) has left the conversation.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Almost overcome with excitement that she's being allowed to handle the sword.:: GCO: It makes you feel......alive?  ::Grasps the hilt and picks it up looking over the details on the blade.::
GEO_Shemara says:
COMM: HCEO: Well I haven't finished checking for the reason why the backups did not kick in.  I am assuming that there was a switching relay that is malfunctioning and I am attempting to find the reason why.
Host Klordy says:
Action: wwhen the HCO takes the sword in her hands it bursts into a brilliant light and the words "and then there were two are heard throughout the two ships
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: I'm sure you will feel it....
GCNS_Smith says:
::Notices the GXO has left the Bridge and sighs a bit:: COM: Hayden: HSO: I will transmit the data to you momentarilly Hayden. You will have it soon. ::He access the information and attempts to transmit it to the Hayden::
HXO_Cutter says:
::Shakes his head after watching the HOPS for a few moments..  makes a note to sic Kay on him...  errr... have Kay see if she can help him::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks around:: HXO: You hear something???
Host Klordy says:
Action' The HCO is left standing holding two swords and her body feels strange... like it is changing... filling out a LOT in all the places Cutter would appriciate
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Pauses near the HTO and looks around.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Looks sharply at the GCO to see if she herad it that time too...::
HCEO_Davidson says:
COMM:GEO:Well....did you hear that?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Ears prick up and his entire body starts:: ALL: Did you hear that?
GCNS_Smith says:
::Raises an eyebrow as he hears the words:: GFCO: Did you hear that?
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Where did that come from?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HTO:  Did you hear something?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Starts laughing hard:: HCO: there huge like mine! :: on the ground::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Forgets that he doesn't want to be there and begins accessing the security protocols to check:: HXO: Not sure... finding out.
HSO_Knight says:
COM:Ganymede: GCNS: Standin' by. HXO: We'll have their data in a moment, Commanda.
GEO_Shemara says:
COMM: Yeah I heard it what is going on?
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Acknowledged
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Yellow alert, shields up
GEO_Shemara says:
<please add to my com, HCEO>
GCNS_Smith says:
::Taps his Combadge:: *GCO/HCO*: What is going on in there Captains?
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: No ma'am.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Contact the Gany, see if the same thing happened there.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Feeling the changes, her uniform gets tighter in all the appreciated places.::  GCO: What's happened to me?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HTO:  Odd... I could have sworn...  ::Shakes head and bends down to the security officer.::  What have we here?
GCNS_Smith says:
::He gets up from the ops station and walks over to the center seat as he sighs a bit::
HCEO_Davidson says:
COMM:GEO:I dont know...I got to go...Yellow ALert...Keep me aprised will ya?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Does a general scan of the officer.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Nods and opens a hail:: COM: Ganymede: Attention, this is the USS Hayden. We're wondering if you heard a strange voice speaking just now.
Host Klordy says:
Action: the HCO's seems rip a bit to accomodate more.... mass
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::continues to look around::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: there called breast, and it happens when you become a real woman, you can expect to feel different now...different feelings...::winks::
Host Klordy says:
<Seams>
GEO_Shemara says:
::raises her eyebrow::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Are you just imaging things maybe lay off some of htat tea.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Hears the comm:: COM: Hayden: HOPS: This is the Ganymede. We indeed have heard the same voice.
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: So we are waiting for now, Sir?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Initiates yellow alert since no one else appears to be on the bridge to do it::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: I here it now.
GCNS_Smith says:
GFCO: I am unsure for now. Lieutenant attempt to contact the Captains and see what is going on in there.
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: Um.....yea.......and why am I suddenly like......Damn........Jayden's going to like this way too much and I feel like quite a big.......Okay I am quite big, but I feel rather conspicuous.
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: GCNS: There were two?
Brother_Bert (~quchant@oper.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks down to see they are at yellow alert:: HXO: Sir did you order yellow alert?
GCNS_Smith says:
COM: Hayden: HOPS: That is correct Hayden. We are attempting to figure out where in fact it came from.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  You didn't hear me?
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO/HCO: Ma'am's, what are your orders for now?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Lifts her chest:: HCO: Be happy, mine are bigger.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HTO:  Lets get him to sickbay.
GFCO_Huang says:
<*GCO/HCO*>
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: My back is killing me
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCTO: Sorry sir didn't catch it.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
<HXO>
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Looking down, her bra has burst.......and the side seams of her uniform have ripped around the bust area.::  GCO: Bigger is one thing.........Humongous is another all together1
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: GNCS: Likewise.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Yes,k lets. this is getting creepy.
Host HCO_Skye says:
<1=!>
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Goes back to searching for the source of the voice::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
*GFCO*: stay put please :: tried not to laugh::
HCEO_Davidson says:
*HXO*:I have taken the liberty of checking the Comm Systems...no malfunction found Commander
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  Sam, this is Jayden.  Everything okay there?
HTO_Ivanova says:
::orders the to to go to sickbay::
HTO_Ivanova says:
CSO: Let's go mam.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  Excellent.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He raises an eyebrow as he hears the response::
GFCO_Huang says:
*GCO*: Aye, Ma'am.
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Security devices detected no breach in the communications systems from within, sir.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::points at a EO and heads for the bridge::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::practically jumps at Jayden's voice.:: *HXO*: Um......yea......just fine.........why......why do you ask?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Assists in taking the officer.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
<Cancel mine>
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: She told me to stay put for now, Sir
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Acknowledged.  Keep looking... it came from somewhere.  Scan space around us also.
GCNS_Smith says:
GFCO: Something is not right with those swords Lieutenant. What is your hypothesis regarding them?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Tries not to laugh:: HCO: I was shocked too...when it first happened, something to do with his sword, and the green orb i faught
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Makes their way to sickbay.::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  ::frowns at the response::  We just heard a voice over here say "then there were two".  No one can tell where it came from.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Walks over to the replicator waiting for Jayden to get off the line so she can replicate new garments.......her waist seems to have gotten slightly smaller and her hips slightly curvier as well.::
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Nods and does indeed slave the sensors over to his station so that they can search for this mysterious voice::
HSO_Knight says:
::Scratches head:: I wonder what's goin' on down there?
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: If we are dealing with some q like enty playing jokes i ma going to be ticked.
HCEO_Davidson says:
::arrives on the bridge and takes the Engineering station::
HSO_Knight says:
<Self:>
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: I'll turn for ya if ya want?
GCNS_Smith says:
::He can sense the power again and looks towards the Ready Room:: Self: Those swords..
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: Sir, I am not sure what to think, it is quite strange.
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HXO*: Umm.....Yea........we heard the same voice over here.....Can's Sin tell you where it game from?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HTO:  I have not seen any evidence of such.
HTO_Ivanova says:
~~HCO: Did you here something.~~~
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  No.  Stand by, I'm going to beam you back over.
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HXO*: Don't you dare!
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HXO*: I mean......give me five minutes at least.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Overhears the HXO and begins making preparations... which stop when the HCO makes her vehement command::
HXO_Cutter says:
::Looks at HOPS and shrugs::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Bites her finger so not to laugh and turns around to give the CO some privacy::
GCNS_Smith says:
GFCO: I agree Lieutenant. ::Pauses:: GFCO: I do not wish to pull position here but this sword is causing something to happen that should not be happening.
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  Understood
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Shrugs back, forgetting that he doesn't want to be here::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Muffles her combadge and orders new clothes.......hoping the sizes will fit as she's totally guessing.::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Enters into sickbay and helps the man to a biobed.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: Don't even try to wear a bra, a tank top under a larger tunic works i found, unless you like wire cutting into skin, ouch
HSO_Knight says:
::Tries to get sensors to find any odd energy sources on board or outside the ship::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Groans:: GCO: How long has this been happening to you?
GFCO_Huang says:
::smiles:: GCNS: I agree,sir, even what is happening to the CTO is not very good
Host Phil says:
Action: A crackled Message is heard from the outpost........Please Help!, they have all gone mad...............::Ending in static.
GEO_Shemara says:
::sitting on the floor under a console and is feeling all kinds of emotions and sensations::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Need me still or should i go to the bridge.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::muffles her combadge again so Jayden doesn't quite hear what she's saying.......and orders a tank top after replacing the new bra.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Still turned aound:: HCO: Since our last mission...and my back is killing me
GCNS_Smith says:
::He stands up and walks over to the Ready Room and rings the chime::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HTO:  Go on to the bridge.  We will be taking samples here.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: That cannot be good....
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:Commander...I think were getting something...
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCSO: Yes maa;ma.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  Red Alert
HTO_Ivanova says:
::Goes over to the turbolift::
HXO_Cutter says:
*HCO*  Captain, we're beaming you back now
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::sounds red alert::
Host HCO_Skye says:
GCO: We need to find out why........::changing as quickly as possible.::  I mean.......while some people may like to live like this, I'm not sure I'm one of them.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Lock on the Captain and beam her to the bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Frowns and sends the sensors to the job of figuring out exactly what condition the outpost is in::
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: Yes sir.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::With a nurse assisting her, she gets a couple of DNA samples.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: I agree...we need to find the green orb, and destroy it...
Host HCO_Skye says:
*HXO*: Just a moment, Jayden..........::Her head in her new shirt, but her arms arn't quite in yet.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
::enters the turbolift::
HTO_Ivanova says:
TO: Bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Sets a lock and immediately beams the HCO to the bridge::
HSO_Knight says:
Self: Great. Now the oupost's gone bizarre. What's next, circus midgets in the torpedo tubes.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Looks up and frowns, handing the samples to the nurse.::  <Nurse>:  Takes these to the main science lab.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HXO: I'll coordinate the shields for the beamout.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:I am getting a very badly garbled messafe from an outpost.....
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: Shall I engage, sir ?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
HCO: Lets see what we can find out at the station.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Hears the comm and turns to the GTO:: GTO: Bring us to red alert. ::Taps his Comabadge:: *GCO*: Captain we just received a comm message.. it is not a good one.
HTO_Ivanova says:
::arrives on the bridge::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
<Nurse> : Until we know what is up, keep this officer contained.
HXO_Cutter says:
HOPS:  Contact the Gany, let them know we are responding to the message from the outpost
HTO_Ivanova says:
CTO: What do you need sir.
Host Klordy says:
Action: the HCO materializes on the Bridge just before she finishes pulling her tunic over her head
HXO_Cutter says:
HCEO:  We all heard it Jay
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Feels the transporter grab her as she's trying to stuff her arms into the shirt........thanking her stars that she got the tank top on........as soon as she materializes, she stuffs her arms into the holes as quickly as possible and crosses her arms over her chest.::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::With a nod, heads for the bridge.::  *SO*:  Fill me in.
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Sitting down quickly:: HXO: Um...report.
GCNS_Smith says:
::He turns to GFCO:: GFCO: Prepare to engage in a second.
HXO_Cutter says:
::stares at the HCO, stunned::
GFCO_Huang says:
GCNS: Aye, Sir
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Slinking down in her chair.:: HXO: I told you to wait.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: You look different captain.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:Understood....
GEO_Shemara says:
::bangs her head on the underside of the console and swears in Klingon::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
::Adjusts her tunic again to accumidate the larger chest and walks out to the bridge:: GCNS: Not a word chris...::sits down::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::see's Captain Skye:: HCO: They get a new workout machine over there?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Nods:: HXO: Aye sir.
HCEO_Davidson says:
HXO:Full Warp Power is available
HOPS_Verradi says:
COM: Ganymede: This is the Hayden. We're going to be responding to a message of distress from the Outpost.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  You...ummm....  are different
Host Klordy says:
Action: a sword appears leaning against the HCO's command chair
Host HCO_Skye says:
HCTO: Yea.....something.......something like that.  ::Realizes the sword somehow appeared with her.::
HSO_Knight says:
HCSO: We've jus' got a distress call form the outpost. Seems somethin's gone awry ova there.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Looks at the Captain:: GCO: We need to report to the outpost. We have received a comm that suggests something horrible is happening there.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: Captain watch out.
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: I said report!
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: Head to the station,
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
::see's the sword::
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
*HSO*:  I am on my way.  ::Steps into the turbolift.::  Computer, bridge.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Now is able to look at the CO... and gawk::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCO: Sword.
HSO_Knight says:
SElf Not like bloody odd thin's aren't happenin' over 'ere.
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  Ummm... yeah.  Report....  it was the breast of times, it was the worst of times....
GCNS_Smith says:
::Hears the comm:: COM: Hayden: HOPS: We will be heading there as well Hayden. ::Turns towards the FCO:: GFCO: Engage Lieutenant.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: tell the hayden we are responding to the message
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Sees the sword......and grasps it quickly:: HXO: On second thought, I'll be in my ready room.
HSO_Knight says:
<Self:>
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: You have the bridge.....::Heads off to her Ready Room, sword in hand.::
HXO_Cutter says:
HCO:  Whoa Sam!  What's the sword?
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Warches the HCO leave the bridge, still gawking::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::The doors close behind her in the Ready Room.::
GFCO_Huang says:
GCO/GCNS: Enggaging ... ::brings the Ganymede to full speed::
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: Stand by the TL....
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::As the turbolift stops, she steps off.::
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Starts pacing and as she does, her back starts to absolutely kill her.::
Host Klordy says:
Action: the HCO sways interrestingly as she walks to the RR
HCEO_Davidson says:
::watches the Captain proceed to her Ready Room then looks over at the HXO::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: Do they look worst?
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: Did they start putting experimental growth hormones in the food?
HXO_Cutter says:
HCTO:  You have the bridge Kii...  get us to the station.
GCNS_Smith says:
::Ignores the Captain's question:: GCO: Captain I need to speak with you immediately.
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Shakes himself out of it and responds to the Gany:: COM: Ganymede: GCNS: Acknowledged, Ganymede.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HTO: I have no idea...
HXO_Cutter says:
::walks to the Ready Room and buzzes for entry::
GEO_Shemara says:
::hears the warp drive begin to hum with the engaging of the engines ad smiles::
HSO_Knight says:
::Shakes his head as he thought the Captain looked different, and wonders where she got the sword:: Self: Sword?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Seeing the captain walk into the ready room, something seems a bit different about her walk.  Turns to Knight.::  HSO:  How strong are you in genetics?
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: Spil it
HOPS_Verradi says:
HXO: In case you didn't hear, the Ganymede will be joining us, sir...
Host Phil says:
Action: Both Captains hear the voice again.~~You are the last of the line.~~
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HOPS: Continue on course to the station.
Host GCO_Matisse says:
All: yeah yeah, i heard you the first time..
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Turns back towards the HCTO:: HCTO: What?
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Taps her combadge.........then hears the door.:: Self:: Damn!  Door: Enter...... ::Hides behind her desk as best as possible.::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HOPS: If starfleet is doing those experiments on one of us I am soing.
GCNS_Smith says:
GCO: Captain.. that sword of yours. I believe that it needs to be confined in a containment field.
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HOPS: Nevermind....
GFCO_Huang says:
::sees that they are on the right course and makes the necessary minor corrections::
HCEO_Davidson says:
HCTO:What is going on here...something isn't right. 
HCTO_Nightcloud says:
HCSO: That sword....
Host HCO_Skye says:
::Hearing the voice again, she sighs realizing no one else could hear it anyway......she has to talk to the GCO again.::
Host GCO_Matisse says:
GCNS: I love ya chris, but touch the sword, and you'll loose a hand ::smiles::
HSO_Knight says:
HCSO: I'm OK. I'm not ready t' take an exam in Genetic medice, but I've got a bit in me melon. Why?
HXO_Cutter says:
::Enters the ready room, the door sliding shut::  HCO:  Sam...  not that I mind of course, but you didn't use to be able to knee yourself in the chest.  Care to explain that and the sword?
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
::Looks toward Kíí::  CTO:  The one the captain was holding?
GEO_Shemara says:
::hears the voice again:: Self: What in the blazes is going on up there??????
HOPS_Verradi says:
::Turns back around, shaking his head. It wasn't his job to enter courses. No, no. Just do everything else that wasn't his job...::
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: WE need todo scans on the sword.
GCNS_Smith says:
GCO: I am sorry Captain but as it stands right now.. that is a medical order. ::Sighs a bit::
Host HCO_Skye says:
HXO: um.......Do I care to explain?  Not really.
HTO_Ivanova says:
HCTO: it just showed out of no where.
HCSO_Sotsoh says:
HSO: Deciding who gets to do the genetic analysis.  Looks like it will be mine.
GFCO_Huang says:
*GCO*: We are comming up on the station, ma'am
Host Klordy says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
Host Phil says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>
HCEO_Davidson (~whocares@hide-3DC9D24A.speede.golden.net) has left the conversation.
HCTO_Nightcloud (~Joseph@hide-9A9C43F.dialsprint.net) has left the conversation.
Host GCO_Matisse (~kate@hide-357C59.wp.shawcable.net) has left the conversation.
HTO_Ivanova (~kpcordek@hide-6A49395.client.insightbb.com) has left the conversation.
HOPS_Verradi (~Turkman@280B08ED.39B43826.3A97D053.IP) has left the conversation.

